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National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine
Workshop on Developing a Toolkit for Fostering Open Science Practices
Attention: Request for Public Comment
Dear Sir or Madam,
I have been attending the National Academies Roundtables on Open Science and would like to
further develop my workshop comments. I would like to advocate for a digital ecosystems
approach to developing an open science toolkit for fostering open science practices and the role
academic research libraries may play in this project. Both these digital ecosystems and established
academic library support infrastructures can richly enable new open science practices on global
levels to provide research faculty and graduate students on research universities with established
support infrastructure frameworks and easier pathways towards open science.
The simple larger idea is that a prescribed generalized network of open-source software
components can powerfully enable faculty and graduate students’ research. These digital
ecosystems can raise research profiles on open global levels for better collaboration, sharing, access
and retrieval. The generalized best practices model of the ecosystem being advocated consists of
six open-source software components: two primary components (Research Data Repository and
Digital Collections Repository) and four tertiary components (an Electronic Thesis and Dissertation
Management System (ETD System), Identity Management System, Open Academic Journal Software
and User Interface/Content Management Software. Taken together, this digital research ecosystem
can programmatically enable large parts of the open science research cycle for researchers. On
pragmatic levels, this research ecosystem enables the gathering, analysis, sharing, and discovery of
scientific knowledge and research. On abstract levels, this system enables the quality assurance,
dissemination and identification of new scientific knowledge and research.
Many academic research libraries already have individual examples of these software components
currently in place. Associated support infrastructures have also begun to be worked out through
research library digital services departments and research, information and outreach human
resources departments /subject librarians) for universities to better facilitate and provide further
development of these digital roadways for the faculty and graduate student research community.
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I am including further links to papers and presentations given on a best practice model currently
implemented at Texas State University and further research articles and presentations which
describe the rationale and components of this research ecosystem for open science further. This
open-source research ecosystem approach is suitable for any research university or research
institution interested in enabling their researchers and managing their open science knowledge
outputs.
Please consider these infrastructure elements for further discussion and review for the toolkit.
Best practice example references and links for Fostering Open Science practices nationally are
included below.

Dr. Raymond Uzwyshyn, Ph.D. MBA MLIS
Director of Digital Services and Library Collections
Texas State University, (512) 245-5687
ruzwyshyn@txstate.edu, http://rayuzwyshyn.net
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